
Robert Smith
Web Engineer

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Seeking a Web Engineer position as a web developer where I can closely work with a team of 
dedicated professionals to utilize my skills and contribute towards the growth of the team. I love 
writing/designing applications that are robust, fast, scalable as well as easy to develop. I love 
solving problems and the web platform gave me some pretty interesting problems to solve so far.

SKILLS

Project Management, HTML 5.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Web Engineer
ABC Corporation  June 2008 – December 2009 
 Configured the Web Server interfaces, session management, virtual hosts and transports for 

BEA Weblogic Application Servers.
 Create the Data Source, Connection Pool and test the Connection to connecting the DB or Not.
 Created the Data Source, Connection Pool and test the Connection to connecting the DB or 

Not.
 Developed web applications to promote and review community service work.
 Developed BEA Weblogic Application Server regular administration tasks scripts.
 Actively involved in monitoring server performance, network traffic to reduce performance 

bottleneck by enhanced performance ensuring upstream queuing.
 Dealt with issues like Application Deadlock, High CPU, Server Hang-up and profiling the 

memory with third party tools like Jprobe, HP OVO and Optimize IT.

Web Engineer
Delta Corporation  2004 – 2008 
 Developed and maintained several websites using .NET C#, PHP/MySQL, CSS, J- Query, XML, 

JavaScript, Ajax and HTML, Visual Studio, Dreamweaver and IIS .
 Developed custom web application to meet business needs with .Net C# and PHP.
 Database Programming - developing data driven applications using MS SQL Server, T - SQL 

and Stored Procedures.
 Performed project management duties such as client follow-up, project meetings and client 

interfacing.
 Developed WordPress sites for clients using HTML, CSS, Javascript, PHP and SQL.
 Performed a wide variety of other tasks such as creating advertisement campaigns, 

performing SEO to increase search engine rankings, developed .
 Techacademy (Rails, MySQL, Rspec) - Create the scheduling system for an online 

programming bootcamp service (8- week system) - Integrated the .

EDUCATION

Bachelors In Electronics
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